
This June, we’re creating a space for the 
global publishing community to come 
together to meet, learn and continue to 
do business online. Whilst face-to-face 
isn’t possible this year together, let’s 
show what is. 

Why get involved?

• Connect with the global publishing community 
• Showcase your products and titles via 

the directory or the content streams
• Discover new contacts, use the messaging tool 

and create the perfect time to connect
• Learn from industry peers during free content 

sessions available ‘on the day’ and on-demand 

When can I connect?

The platform will open to exhibitors from 
21st June until 1st July. This will allow for 
greater flexibility and the opportunity for you to 
connect with a truly international audience at 
a convenient time for all whilst also having the 
chance to access the content programme.

Brought to you by LBF

The Online Book Fair brought 
to you by LBF is an interactive 
networking event that will 
bookend the month of June. 
With conferences taking place 
the week of the 7th, followed 
by two weeks of digital events 
from 21st June, there are many 
opportunities this year to make 
those all-important connections and 
showcase new products and titles. 
Focused on highlighting key 
areas of the book fair, our online 
offering creates the opportunity for 
a larger global audience to come 
together in a flexible way to do 
business, learn and share ideas.

For more information, visit www.londonbookfair.co.uk/online

http://www.londonbookfair.co.uk/online


How it works
The digital platform uses Artificial Intelligence - so based 
on how people complete their profiles, we can give you 
recommendations to make those valuable business 
connections. Our huge international database will be 
invited to join the platform for free, so you can expect to 
meet everyone from publishers to agents, translators, 
editors, publishing service providers and booksellers.

Company Profile 
Build your Company Profile focusing on the benefits 
of doing business with you. Every visitor will have 
access to our Exhibitor Directory, which lists your 
Contact Card, key personnel, website, social media 
links and a video.
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Digital Product Directory
What’s new with you? Available across all packages, 
this promotional opportunity invites you to share your 
titles and products and what’s happening in your 
company to intrigue potential new connections.
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Analyse
Every exhibitor will have access to a KPI Dashboard, showing 
real-time information on how visitors interact with your profile 
and products. If anyone favourites your profile, you can reach 
out and arrange a meeting with them. Plus, if you are running a 
session in the content programme, you will be sent a list of who 
watched live and on-demand.  
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Arrange a time to meet
Once you have established your connections, you will have 
the opportunity to arrange a meeting using the platform or 
medium of your choice when it’s convenient for you. If you use 
our platform, your virtual meeting will include chat functionality, 
video capabilities and lists of names and pictures of everyone 
on the call with completed profiles. 
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Your Schedule
Manage your own schedule with full calendar integration and 
put yourself in the best position for making connections. 
Search: Broaden the reach of your leads with our search 
functionality. This allows users to search and filter contacts to 
a wider range of companies, personal profiles and products. 
Discover: Every package allows you to manage your own 
calendar availability. However, you can open your business up 
to a larger variety of opportunities by enabling users to request 
walk-in meetings throughout The Online Book Fair. 
Recommendations: Our advanced meetings algorithm 
matches users directly with the most relevant profiles in 
the database through the power of targeted networking. 
Build: Once you decide which content you wish to attend, 
you can add to your calendar and keep track of your 
activity throughout the two weeks.
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What packages 
are available?
We’re excited to invite you to showcase titles, conduct business, 
network and learn entirely online. The Online Book Fair gives 
you access to all of this from the comfort of your home, office 
or creative café. Your account manager can advise the package 
that suits your needs.

Give your product 
and brand maximum 
exposure with our range 
of digital sponsorship and 
promotional opportunities.
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